
WHY IS THE GREY MARKET SO ATTRACTIVE TO BUSINESS

Grey Market is a market where the products are bought and sold outside the not within in So let's begin with what gives
birth to the Grey Market? This gives rise to the buying and selling of product in the grey market from a sound business .

Grey sets do not differ particularly from official imports. Unhappily for IBM, this posture naturally gives gray
market sales an incentive by reducing the risks for end users. In answer, manufacturers generally adopt one or
more of the following responses. Kasturi Rangan is the Malcolm P. This involves buying product at a lower
cost and distributing the goods though an illegal distribution channel. Import restrictions on formula from
these sources has led to parents willing to pay a premium for foreign brands leading to the emergence of milk
powder runners, who buy formula at ticket price over the counter in Hong Kong, carry the tins over the border
to Shenzhen before returning to Hong Kong to repeat the process. Batteries and other devices are a case in
point. Gray market goods are not counterfeit goods; their trademarks are genuine. Yet inaction can be worse
for the manufacturerâ€”as the disk drive company was discovering at the time of our investigation. Grey
markets sometimes develop for video game consoles [7] and titles whose demand temporarily exceeds their
supply causing authorised local suppliers to run out of stock. Discuss in detail. This makes these well running
cars seem reasonably priced, even after transport expenses. As global demand for mobile phones grew, so did
the size of the parallel market. In this respect, gray markets often point to a larger issue: the limiting
commitments at the heart of many distribution strategies. Manufacturers argue that gray marketing undermines
and discourages investment in legitimate distribution channels, especially in developing nations. The company
should set a single cost policy for its products. Saving some money in the beginning of purchase can lead to
the loss of the entire product or translate into dealing with damages and faulty features. In , the United States
Supreme Court largely discussed the legality of the grey market when it decided Kirtsaeng v. Finally, and this
is especially important, we look at the product mix. For the producers as well as distributors, exclusive or
highly selective distribution arrangements have been advantageous, the former getting support service often
vital in a technical product like disk drives and the latter enjoying limited competition. Main article: Pirate
decryption In television and radio broadcasting, grey markets primarily exist in relation to satellite radio and
satellite television delivery. The result is tension in the office, often between people who share the same
cubicle.


